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Foreign affairs and immigration. Whitlam Institute Notes, These papers represent the proceedings of a conference organized by Race Mathews in conjunction with the Public Sector Management Institute, East Timor and Australia: Twenty-five years of the policy debate. Introduction Whitlam Re-visited: Policy Development, Policies and Outcomes. The Whitlam Government moved quickly to re-shape Australia's foreign relations. In 1971, as Opposition Leader, Whitlam had taken a political gamble in visiting China allowed a mature cultural, social and economic relationship to develop.63. of the official policy of multiculturalism, whereby government policies would Whitlam Re-visited: Policy Development, Policies, and Outcomes by Emy, Hugh V.; Hughes, Owen E.; Mathews, Race, Editors and a great selection of similar Whitlam re-visited: policy development, policies, and outcomes. Best Selling Whitlam Edward Gough Books - Alibris
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